
What was required 

As well as completing extra data fields, the 
request also meant changing data from CSV to 
XML format.  

To be able to collect the data in the required 
format within just a few months of the 
application being received, Trusts would need 
to invest in both software and hardware.  

Estimates for the cost of equipment and the 
time required for staff to input the data were 
provided by the applicant.  

The burden assessment process 
The burden assessment process included 
reviewing the application form and consulting 
with a number of information experts and 
relevant stakeholders across the health sector. 

Onsite visits were also carried at various NHS 
Trusts. This involved a series of face-to-face 
talks with staff that allowed them to provide 
feedback on the proposed data collection and 
therefore provide BAAS with a better 
understanding of the burden this would create. 

Key outcome 
As result of visiting NHS staff onsite, BAAS was 
able to determine that the requirement for      

Trusts to produce this data within the timescale 
provided would place a heavy burden on staff. 

The estimated figures for the amount of time 
require by staff to produce the extra data was 
revised from 14 hours per month to 21 hours 
per month. 

Benefits delivered 
Information from the BAAS assessment was 
fed back to the applicant  who agreed to extend 
the deadline for the  submission of XML data by 
a year — allowing additional time for trusts to 
implement processes and necessary changes. 

In addition, the collection owner was able to 
use revised costing figures in a funding 
proposal that ultimately formed part of a 
successful bid.  

Frontline hospital staff benefitted from the 
BAAS-initiated changes and expressed 
appreciation at the extension.  

Case study 

Extension for delivering revised cancer 
dataset benefits frontline hospital staff 
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Burden Advice and Assessment Service (BAAS) 

BAAS received an application concerning 

changes to a vital dataset for NHS cancer 

patients.  The need for additional data in 

a short timeframe meant added pressure 

for clinical staff.  


